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ABSTRACT

Coverless information hiding has become a hot topic in recent years. The existing steganalysis tools 
are invalidated due to coverless steganography without any modification to the carrier. However, for 
the text coverless has relatively low hiding capacity, this paper proposed a big data text coverless 
information hiding method based on LDA (latent Dirichlet allocation) topic distribution and keyword 
TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency). Firstly, the sender and receiver build codebook, 
including word segmentation, word frequency and TF-IDF features, LDA topic model clustering. The 
sender then shreds the secret information, converts it into keyword ID through the keywords-index 
table, and searches the text containing the secret information keywords. Secondly, the searched text 
is taken as the index tag according to the topic distribution and TF-IDF features. At the same time, 
random numbers are introduced to control the keyword order of secret information.
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN

Information hiding technology, as an important branch in the field of information security, mainly uses 
the redundancy of human sensory organs to digital information to hide secret information in another 
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information carrier, so that the hiding carrier information still shows the original characteristics. This 
information carrier can be any type of data, such as text, image, video or audio (Cox,2002, p.225). 
Although the external features of the hiding carrier are still retained, it still needs to change part of 
the information of the carrier (Zhang, 2016, p.475), which makes it unable to effectively resist replay 
attack, OCR technology, statistical analysis and other stenographic detection tools.

In view of the existing information hiding technology that needs to change carrier information, 
scholars have proposed the concept of coverless information hiding in recent years. The main idea 
of this method is that it does not need to modify the carrier information, and uses some specific 
characteristic information in the existing open carrier to hiding secret information (Zhou Z,2015, 
p.123). Because it does not make any modification to the carrier, it has good resistance to the detection 
of various stenographic tools. At present, researches on coverless information hiding mainly focus on 
two aspects: coverless information hiding based on image and text (Qin J,2019, p.171373). In terms 
of images, Zhou et al. (2016) proposed a coverless information hiding method based on image bag of 
word model (p.527), which used the bag of word model to extract visual keywords in each image, and 
constructed a mapping relation library for keywords of text information and visual keywords to hide 
information. Luo et al. (2020a;2020b) introduced deep learning into coverless image steganography, 
used semantic features and image segmentation based on Mask RCNN to hide information, which 
improved the robustness of the method. Liu et al. (2020) filtered images based on image retrieval of 
Dense Net features and used DWT (p. 105376) to generate hash sequences of images, improved the 
performance of steganography and expanded its application scope. Liu et al. (2018) combined with 
the Generative Adversarial Networks(p.371), replaced the category tag in the Generative Adversarial 
Networks with secret information and transmitted it as the driving generation of classified image, 
extracted the secret information in the classified image through discriminator in the Generative 
Adversarial Networks, and realized the coverless information hiding with the generation of Generative 
Adversarial Networks. In terms of text. Zhang et al. (2017a;2017b;2018) proposed a coverless 
information hiding method-based rank map. This method used word rank map and word frequency 
of words as distance calculation to retrieve ordinary text containing secret information from text 
database to realize coverless information hiding. However, this method has a low hiding capacity, 
and a Chinese character can only be hidden in a natural text. Chen et al. (2015) proposed coverless 
information hiding technology based on mathematical expressions (Sun,2002, p.707) of Chinese 
characters in 2015 (2015, p.133). This method first extracted the secret information vector from the 
secret information, and then retrieved a text containing the secret information vector based on the big 
data text, so as to achieve the purpose of hiding the secret information without any modification to the 
text. Zhou et al. (2016) proposed a coverless information hiding method based on multi-keywords to 
improve the capacity of hidden information (p.39). The main idea is to hide the number of keywords 
in the text hidden by keywords. Although this method improved the capacity of information hiding 
to some extent, it did not make high use of the text when indexing the text database. Liu and Wu 
(2017a,2017b) extracted all parts of Chinese characters, and used part of speech to hide the number of 
keywords to improve the capacity of information hiding. Long et al. (2018) proposed a method for text 
coverless information hiding based on word2vec (p.463). This method used word2vec to get similar 
keywords, that is, when the text retrieval fails, the similar keywords can be replaced with keywords, 
so that the hiding success rate can reach 100% and the hiding capacity can be slightly increased. 
Lu et al. (2018) proposed a coverless information hiding method combining indirect transmission 
and random codebook to solve the problem (p.331) that the coverless information hiding method 
had a small information hiding capacity and needed to build a large sample database. In the above 
references, although the hiding capacity has been improved, but it is still relatively small which is 
difficult to meet the actual demand.

Since text is the most widely used information carrier in people’s daily life, especially in the 
background of big data era, the Internet can generate hundreds of millions of texts every day, which 
makes it possible to collect and integrate large amounts of texts. Therefore, text-based coverless 
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information hiding is a research direction with great potential. This paper proposes a mixed index 
method based on the text LDA topic distribution and keyword TF-IDF features in the context of 
big data. In this method, LDA topic clustering on the texts library through the big data platform are 
computed, and at the same time the TF-IDF features of the words in each text are calculated, which 
are constructed into codebook. When the sender sends a secret message to the receiver, the secret 
information is segmented into keywords at first all and the sender retrieves the secret information in 
the codebook. Secondly the hidden text that meets the search the conditions is merged and sent to 
the receiver as an index tag according to the LDA topic distribution of the corresponding text and 
the TF-IDF features of the keywords. As secret information is segmented and transformed, topic 
distribution of different texts will be different. Therefore, secret tags can effectively guarantee the 
security of secret information by using text topic distribution and TF-IDF feature of words as mixed 
index. In addition, our experiments show that the method proposed in this paper improves the hidden 
capacity to some extent.

The following chapters of this paper are as follows: section 2 mainly introduces some related 
work. Section 3 introduces the information hiding method and information extraction method in detail. 
Section 4 introduces the experiment and experimental results of this paper. Section 5 is the conclusion.

2. ReLATeD woRK

2.1 Text Segmentation and word Frequency Features
Sentence analysis in Chinese text needs to be divided into words. How to accurately divide text into 
sentences has always been a research hotspot in natural language processing technology. Hanlp is an 
open source Java word segmentation toolkit consisting of a series of models and algorithms. It can 
not only provide word segmentation, but also has complete functions in lexical analysis, syntactic 
analysis and semantic understanding. In extreme mode, Hanlp’s word segmentation rate can reach 
20 million words per second.

After word segmentation, it is often necessary to analyze the words in the text. In natural language 
processing, word frequency statistics of words and feature extraction of words TF-IDF are the most 
commonly used methods. The word frequency statistical method holds that the topic words in the 
text often appear repeatedly in the text, so the word frequency in the text can be used as a reference 
for text analysis. However, there may be many meaningless function words in the text, and these 
meaningless words will interfere with the theme words of the text, so the desired theme words are 
often not obtained by simply counting the word frequency in the text. The TF-IDF method introduces 
the concept of word frequency-inverse text frequency, that is, only when the frequency of a certain 
word appears in a certain text is high, but the frequency of the word appearing in the whole text 
library is low, the word has a high probability to belong to the topic word. As shown in Formula 1, 
whereTF IDFij-  represents the TF-IDF features of word i in text j , tfij represents the frequency of 
word i  in text j , Num T( ) represents the number of Chinese text in the whole text library, and 
Num w Di( )∈ represents the number of word i contained in the text library.

TF IDF tf
N

Num w D
ij ij

i
- * log(

( )
)=

∈
+1  (1)

2.2 Topic Model Clustering of Big Data Text
LDA topic clustering model is a three-layer Bayesian model, which has achieved great success in text 
topic mining and clustering by introducing super parameters of control model parameters into text 
set layer, topic layer and feature word layer. With the advent of the era of big data, scholars began to 
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apply the LDA thematic model to the big data platform. As one of the popular big data platforms, 
Spark’s memory-based distributed architecture is 10 to 100 times faster than a traditional Hadoop 
platform. Spark platform provides LDA topic model clustering method based on EM and Online. The 
LDA topic clustering method of EM relies on graph computing module (GraphX) in Spark, which 
is suitable for cluster parallel computing. Figure 1 is a diagram of EM LDA topic clustering based 
on Spark platform. The main process includes the text segmentation, cleaning and calculation of 
TF-IDF feature on Spark platform, then the feature is input into LDA topic model for training, and 
finally the text topic distribution is obtained.

3. PRoPoSeD MeTHoD

3.1 Framework of Coverless Information Hiding on Big Data Text
The main idea of coverless information hiding is to achieve the purpose of hiding secret information 
without modifying carrier data. Therefore, it is one of the important tasks of coverless information 
hiding technology to find an open data carrier containing secret information. It is difficult to find the 
text containing the whole secret information directly in the open data carrier. If the secret information 
is divided into several keywords, it will be easy to find and search through the public data carrier 
containing keywords. In order to query keywords in the data carrier more quickly and efficiently, 
it is necessary to build a data codebook that can be directly queried after processing from the open 
data carrier, so as to avoid the need to traverse the entire open data carrier library for each query.

This paper proposes a method of coverless text information hiding based on topic distribution and 
TF-IDF features mixed index. The sender and receiver use the same method to construct the codebook 
for the agreed public text data carrier. The sender then transmits the secret key which contains the 
text topic distribution and the mixed index constructed by the TF-IDF feature of the word of secret 
messages. The receiver uses the pre-shared key to decrypt the secret key, the index of topic distribution 
of hiding text and the TF-IDF index of keyword are obtained. Then the secret information will be 
restored through parsing index of topic distribution of hiding text and the TF-IDF index of keyword. 
Figure 2 is the framework diagram of the text coverless information hiding system proposed in this 
paper. The system consists of four parts: big data text preprocessing, secret information segmentation 
and keyword id conversion according to the word index codebook, keyword id query in codebook and 
Greediest selection method with text contains secret to realize information hiding. The overall process 
is as follows: the sender and receiver construct the codebook by preprocessing the big data text, the 
sender, in order to ensure the security of the secret information, segments the secret information and 
then retrieves the text containing keywords. After the text containing keywords is obtained, the index 

Figure 1. Spark EM LDA topic model
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tag containing text and secret keywords is obtained through the codebook, and finally the index tag 
is merged and sent to the receiver to realize information hiding.

3.2 Construct Index/Codebook
The sender and the receiver must use the same method to create a codebook for the same text library 
before the information can be transmitted. In this paper, it is necessary to establish global word index, 
text-topic distribution index and text-word TF-IDF codebook. The word index is composed of all 
the words contained in the text library, corresponding word frequency and word frequency ranking. 
It is mainly used to easily express in the process of information hiding. The text index is composed 
of the text tag number and the topic clustering distribution of the text. Text-word TF-IDF codebook 
is composed of text label, word id and its corresponding TF-IDF feature in the text, which is used to 
locate the text and secret information.

Word index construction method is as follows:

1.  Use word segmentation tools for each text in the text library word segmentation, and then calculate 
word frequency for all words on the Spark platform;

2.  The word frequency of words is ranked in descending order, and the rank is the word id. Words, 
counts and id are used to build the word index codebook, where counts means the corresponding 
word frequency, as shown in Figure 3.

The text index is constructed as follows:

Figure 2. System framework
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1.  Every text in the text library is segmented by segmentation tools, and in order to ensure that each 
text can be uniquely represented, a hash value is generated on the text as the text label.

2.  Obtain the topic clustering distribution of each text that after each word segmentation using the 
LDA topic model algorithm on Spark platform.

3.  Each text label and its text topic distribution corresponding to constitute a text index as shown 
in Figure 4.

Text-word TF-IDF codebook construction method is as follows:

1.  Calculate the word TF-IDF feature of each textand input it to the LDA topic model.
2.  When the LDA model is calculated, the word id within each text and corresponding TF-IDF 

features will be obtained.
3.  The words and corresponding TF-IDF features under each text are constructed as text - word 

TF-IDF codebook, as shown in Figure 5.

3.3 The Segmentation of Secret Information
For the convenience of description, we first explain the relevant symbols. The symbol definitions 
are shown in Table 1.

Figure 3. Words index
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In this paper, Hanlp word segmentation tool is used to segment secret information. For the whole 
secret informationM , it is segmented into several keywords. As shown in the Formula 2

W Hanlp M w w wk= =( ) { , ,..., }1 2  (2)

Figure 4. the text index

Figure 5. Text - word TF-IDF codebook

Table 1. symbol definitions

Notation Definition

M Secret Message to be hidden

T Public text library

WCR() Word-word ID conversion function (input keywords, output keyword ID,input keyword ID, 
output word)

TD() Text index query function (input text label, output text topic distribution; Input text topic 
distribution, output text label)

TW() Text-word TF-IDF codebook query function (input the keyword id and return all text sets 
containing the keyword id)

Hanlp() Word segmentation tool operation

wordid Keywords id

random Increasing random factor

Final_best_texts best texts that contain secret messages

TEXT_WORDS A collection of secret keywords for each text that contain secret
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wherew i ki( )1≤ ≤  named as the key words.
The segmented keywords are converted into keyword ids by global word index (WCR), as shown 

in Formula 3:

w WCR wid i i− = ( )  (3)

3.4 Hidden and Text Search Keywords
To query all texts containing secret keywords, and to ensure that all secret keywords can be restored 
by the receiver, an incremental random factor mechanism is designed in this paper to control the 
order of secret keyword transmission, as shown in Algorithm 1.

To ensure better randomness, the double-layer random control is adopted for the algorithm of 
incremental random control mechanism in this paper. The specific algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

3.5 The Greediest Text Search Algorithm
Greediest text search is the optimization process of all text contains secret. The idea proposed in this 
paper is to select the best hidden text with the minimum number of hidden texts. The algorithm is 
shown in Algorithm 3.

3.6 Merge Index
The essence of the index in the codebook is to locate the location where the secret information exists, 
so the index must be able to accurately provide the information hidden by the secret information. In 
this paper, a mixed index construction method based on LDA topic distribution and TF-IDF features 
is adopted. As is shown in Figure 6, and the specific construction method is shown below.

Step 1: determine the final text that contains secret, according to the text index codebook, convert 
the label containing the text that contains secret, to a text topic Distribution, which is called 
Distribution .

Step 2: determine the TF-IDF features of secret key of the text contains secret, in order to avoid the 
same text in the same TF - IDF features of word, an additional secret word frequency of key 
words in the global text library as another reference factor, so the TF- IDF features, the 
corresponding global word frequency and generated random number as the index of TF - IDF 
together, is used to retrieve the text within the words, as TFIndex .

Algorithm 1. Find text that contains secret information keywords

Input:W w w wk= { , ,..., }1 2

Output: all texts that contains secret information keywords.
for i=1 to length(W) do

w WCR w
id i i− = ( ) 

Generate random for each w
i

���� _�Mul text TW w
list id ii
= ( )−�

end for 

return Mul text Mul text Mul text
list list listk

_ _ _
1 2
∪ ∪……∪
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Step 3: construct the mixed index. Merging the Distribution  and TFIndex and generating the final 
mixed index.

3.7 Information Hiding
Figure 7 is the specific flow chart of the information hiding method proposed in this paper.

First, use Formula 1 to segment the secret information M  into the keyword w
i
.

For each keywordw
i
, word index codebook retrieval is used, and Formula 3 is used to convert 

its keywords into the corresponding keyword id. At the same time, in order to ensure that the keywords 
can be restored orderly by the receiver, increasing random factor is added to each keyword in the 
hiding process. That is, a random integer is generated after each query of a keyword, and a non-
negative integer is added randomly on the basis of the previous random integer in the subsequent 

Algorithm 2. Control increasing random factor

Input: initial random number R

Output: the random number of wi
Parameter: branch number N
if initial random number not exist:
Generate initial random number R
else R= Result of last iteration
q= R%N;
Switch(q):

Case 0: generate random number r R
0 0
1∈ 

,

Case 1: generate random number r R R
1 0 1

1∈ +

,

…

Case N-1: generate random number r R R
N N N− − −∈ +



1 2 1

1,

Return R r
q

+

Algorithm 3. Find the best hidden text

Input:W w w wk= { , ,..., }1 2

Output: best texts that contains secret messages
Final_best_texts = null //Returns the set of text with the most keywords
While W != null: // hideKeywords
      best_texts = null //Current best hidden text
      words_covered = null //Record the keywords that have been included
      for text, words in TEXT_WORDS:
      covered =   W words∩ //Take the intersection

      if length covered length words covered( ) > ( )� _ :
best texts text_ =
      words_covered = covered
      W -=words_covered//Take the difference set
      Final_best_texts.add(best_texts)
      Return Final_best_texts
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query of the keyword in order to ensure the increment. The Algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 and 
Algorithm 2.

Find the text that contains the secret information keyword. Let the found text set containing the 
secret information keyword be texts candidate_ .Where

texts candidate TD wordid_ ( )=  (4)

Greediest text search algorithm. Therefore, for texts candidate_  containing hidden keywords, 
you can acquire secret keyword for each text, which can be denoted as TEXT WORDS_ . Use 
Algorithm 3 on TEXT WORDS_ to find the label with the best hidden text.

After obtaining the best hidden text in (4), according to the text index codebook, convert the best 
hidden text label into the text topic distribution index Distribution ,i.e.

Distribution TD text label= ( _ )  (5)

The secret keyword id in the best hidden text set is searched to the corresponding TF-IDF feature 
and global word frequency according to the text-word TF-IDF codebook, i.e.

( , ) ( )word word TW wordtf count id=  (6)

word wordtf count, and random numbers corresponding to each keyword together constitute
TFIndex .Finally, Distribution  and TFIndex are Merged and sent to the receiver.

Figure 6. Merge index

Figure 7. The process of information hiding process
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3.8 Information extraction
The sender sends the mixed index to the receiver to achieve the purpose of transmitting secret 
information, and the receiver only needs to decrypt the mixed index and split the secret information 
according to the index construction protocol to restore the secret information. The steps are shown 
in Figure 8.

1.  Split the index, the receiver extracts the mixed index and obtains Distribution  andTFIndex .
2.  Gets the hidden text, and gets the label of the hidden text in the text index codebook based on 

the topic distribution index.
3.  Get the keyword id in the obtained text according to word wordtf count,  in the  TFIndex , and get 

the keyword id in the text-word TF-IDF codebook.
4.  Information recombination and restoration: since random factors are generated with hidden 

keywords, and the overall random factors are monotonically increasing, the information can 
be reorganized by sorting the random factors of keyword id extracted from step 3 in ascending 
order. The keyword id is then restored to text information based on the word index codebook.

3.9 Security Analysis
Since the coverless information hiding method in this paper is based on big data texts, the number 
of carrier texts is sufficient to ensure that this method can be robust even if some carrier texts are 
missing. In addition, we use increasing random factor to control the sequence of secret information 
fragments. Even if the same secret information is hidden, the random sequence generated each time 
will be different, so the security of secret index is guaranteed to some extent.

4 exPeRIMeNTAL ReSULTS AND ANALySIS

4.1 experimental environment
Four dawning high-performance computers in Central south university of forestry and technology 
based on Spark distributed architecture were used in this paper. The system, software and hardware 
configurations are shown in Table 2.

Due to the distributed structure of the experiment, the experimental development environment 
was completed on personal PC with Eclipse. Codebooks are placed on two of Spark’s compute 
nodes, and work on a PC can be submitted directly to the Spark cluster via a local area network. The 
schematic diagram is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. The process of information extraction
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4.2 The evaluation Indicator
In this experiment, we refer to and reimplement its algorithm in Long (Long,2019, p.31926) and 120 
Chinese texts are selected which are classified according to the length from 1KB to 6KB.The text 
carrier was the Sogou laboratory news data set. The hidden capacity is defined in (Chen,2017,p.313) if 
the Number of keywords to be hidden is k, and the Number of texts needed to hide secret information 
is Number, then the hidden capacity is

V
k

Number
ii = =( , ,..., )1 2 120  (7)

After 50 experiments, the average value of allV
i
 was used as the average hiding capacity.

v
Vi

i
=

=∑ 1201

120  (8)

Table 2. Experimental hardware and software configuration information

Machine CPU Memory Operating System Spark version

Master node(1 set) 
Compute node(3set)

8 cores 
8 cores

14GB 
8GB

CentOS7.2 
CentOS7.2

Spark2.3.0 
Spark2.3.0

Figure 9. Experimental environment
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The success rate of information hiding is another indicator of information hiding performance, 
which is defined as follows.

P
x

X
ii

i

i
= =( , ,..., )1 2 120  (9)

where X
i
 represents the number of Chinese characters needed to be hidden in the experiment, and

x
i
 represents the number of Chinese characters actually hidden. In the 50 experiments in the previous 

section, the success rate of each experiment was calculated. Similar to average hiding capacity, this 
paper defines the formula of average hiding capacity as follows.

P
Pi

i
=

=∑ 1201

120  (10)

4.3 Analysis of experimental Results
Figure 10 is the number of secret messages and hidden successful characters each experience, we 
find that the success rate is not significantly affected by the length of the secret message. Figure 11 
is the Hiding success rate comparison with Long (Long,2019, p.31926). According to Formula 10 
and 11, the average hiding success rate in (Long,2019, p.31926) is 94.8%, but the hiding success 
rate of this paper is 98.24%. Figure 12 is the hiding capacity corresponding to each experiment. 
According to Formula 8 and 9, the average hiding capacity of this paper reaches 64.36, however, 
Long (Long,2019, p.31926) is 20.74.

In Figure 12, we find an extremely high point in this paper, which is due to the fact that the 
hidden secret information can find an identical text in the text library. If we remove this highest 
point, as is show in Figure 13, the average hidden capacity still remains 60.40, which is still better 
than Long(Long,2019, p.31926).

5. CoNCLUSIoN

This paper proposes a coverless information hiding method based on LDA topic distribution and TF-
IDF feature mixed index of big data text. This method is based on the big data text in the Internet. The 
sender can hide the secret information by transferring the topic model distribution of the text and the 
TF-IDF features of the words in the text to the receiver as mixed index . Since the method does not 
modify the original text carrier, it can resist the attack of various steganographic tools. In addition, 
this method uses massive text data as the carrier, which has stronger concealment. The method sends 
the mixed feature index with higher security. This method is based on parallel processing of big data, 
and secret information hiding adopts a greedy strategy, which to some extent increases the capacity 
of secret information hiding. However, this method has a small number of proprietary words cannot 
be hidden, resulting in the success rate of hiding cannot reach 100%. Further research will be carried 
out in the following work.
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Figure 10. the number of secret messages and hidden successful characters each experience

Figure 11. Comparison of the hiding success rate with Long (Long,2019, p.31926)

Figure 12. Comparison of hiding Capacity with Long (Long, 2019, p.31926)
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